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１．研究の目的と背景 
	 各種薄膜太陽電池や液晶用薄膜ガラスなどにおける透

明導電膜、半導体、金属、ガラス等の積層薄膜の溝状部分

除去や、SiC パワー半導体基板、微量試薬検査用のガラス

基板などの厚さ数百 µm 程度の基板表面への溝加工など、
広義の電子機器産業では微細かつ高ロバストなスクライ

ビング技術の開発が急務となっている。例えば薄膜 Si 太

陽電池のスクライビングの場合、メカニカルで 500µm 程度、
レーザで 50µm 程度の溝幅 1)とされ、これを溝幅 10µm 程度
以下にすればメカニカルスクライビングに比してエネル

ギー変換効率を 1ポイント近く向上させる試算となる。微

量な試薬や生体試料の検査に用いる Lab	on	chip デバイス

では、反応性等の要請でガラス基板に数〜数百 µm 程度の
微細な溝切りが不可欠となる。	

	 その際、レーザスクライビングは加工線幅や後処理も含

めた加工速度、工具不要等の様々なメリットからメカニカ

ルスクライビングに対してその優位性が際立つが、真に実

用に供する技術開発を考えるとき、導入・維持コストやシ

ステムの安定性から、ロバストで実績のあるナノ秒パルス

の Nd:YAG レーザを用いるメリットは大きい。しかし、
要求される微細化、スループット、品質をナノ秒パルス

Nd:YAGレーザで実現することは従来容易でなく、全く新
たなアイディアの創出が不可欠である。 
	 こうした中、申請者らは液体光学素子によるベッセルビ

ーム生成を実現し 2)、ベッセルビームを用いた試料背面か

らのレーザスクライビング技術（ベッセル・バックスクラ

イビング技術）を直近に開発し、初期検討で薄膜 Si 太陽
電池の透明電極を模した薄膜に線幅 5µm程度のスクライ
ビングが可能であることを提示した（飯田ほか、2015）。
焦点深度が深く、位置決めにも大幅なロバスト性が期待で

きる。試料背面からのスクライビングによりプラズマプル

ーム等の加工飛散物とレーザ光の相互作用を回避し、なお

かつ、ビームプロファイルに変調を加えてベッセルビーム

とすることで微細な線幅と深い焦点深度による位置決め

のロバスト性を同時に実現するこのベッセル・バックスク

ライビング技術は、今後、レーザスクライビングにさらな

る高度化をもたらすエポックとなることが期待される。 
	 そこで本研究の目的は、プロファイル変調ナノ秒パルス

Nd:YAGレーザ光による薄膜・基板のバックスクライビン
グ技術の実験的な実証と加工パラメータ依存性を解明し、

バックスクライビング技術に革新をもたらすことにある。 
 

２．実験方法 
	 2・1 実験装置の概要 

	 図１に実験装置を示す。Nd:YAG レーザは最も取り扱い

やすい基本波 1064	nm に固定し、図の光学系で試料に照射

する。得られるベッセルビームのプロファイルも図中に示

す。なお、比較のためベッセルビームに加工しない通常の

プロファイル（ここではガウシアンと称する）の実験も行

う。	

interface between thin films or thin film/substrate. In this case, rel-
atively low fluence of laser beam can cause the thermal expansion,
local vaporization, or generation of plasma at the interface so that
stress-assisted ablation is dominant to remove thin film. Several
studies have demonstrated theoretical models to explain the thin
film removal mechanism. Several researchers used pure thermal
model to discuss mechanism by means of temperature profile
and phase change [6–8]. Also, formation of micro/nanobump has
been under consideration of several studies [9,10]. The approxi-
mate thermoelastic solution of round plate with fixed edge to
describe initial thermal stress given on laser heated thin films
[1,9,10]. Also, plasma induced pressure for lift off or peening of tar-
get materials was experimentally and theoretically studied in sev-
eral works [11,12]. It is shown obvious that confined geometry
with transparent substrate or liquid results in formation of signif-
icantly high pressure during adiabatic cooling of plasma [11–17].

However, feature of the TCO thin film removal processing is
more complicated because it has relatively larger optical penetra-
tion depth than its thickness as mentioned above. Temperature
profile along optical axis is not certainly different whether laser
beam is irradiated from film side or substrate side, which means
that stress-assisted ablation is rather difficult to happen. In several
researchers’ works [3,18], film side irradiation needed higher flu-
ence for complete isolation of the film by single shot. In addition,
profiles of the craters formed by single shot irradiation were signif-
icantly different according to the irradiation direction. Wang et al.
[4] used thermoelastic models to explain the TCO thin film removal
mechanism. Their findings show that the film can be removed
without phase change although temperature profile along the opti-
cal axis is almost uniform, if principle stress exceeds materials
strengths. However, there are still experimentally unclear things

remained concerned with difference between film side and sub-
strate side irradiation.

In this study, therefore, we aimed to investigate the mechanism
of the TCO thin film removal process focusing on the direction of
the irradiation. Using ns laser pulse of 1064 nm, parametric studies
on the FTO thin film removal process are given first. Previous stud-
ies [19–23] have shown that inverse Bremsstrahlung reflection and
absorption prevent incoming laser pulse to reach materials surface,
so that mass ablation rate and temporal profile of reflected and
transmitted pulses changes transiently. Under consideration of this
knowledge, we measured transmitted pulse profile to examine
those effects. As analyzing the experimental results, thermal model
is used to predict the TCO thin film removal mechanism in the later
section.

2. Experimental methods

Fig. 2 shows schematic illustration of experimental setup.
Nanosecond laser irradiation system was prepared to process the
FTO thin film on soda lime glass sample (Asahi type-VU). This sam-
ple has texturized surface with roughness of 20–30 nm for
improvement of light trapping as it has been designed for the
use in the TFPV devices [24]. Nd:YAG fundamental wave
(1064 nm), of which pulse width is 5–7 ns, was used in this study.
This fundamental wavelength indicates relatively large absorption
into the FTO film with high oscillation efficiency. Original beam
was expanded and transmitted through circular aperture to obtain
circular top-hat profile. The top-hat beam was focused by plano-
convex lens (f = 100 mm) to be shaped into a narrow Gaussian
beam with radius of 12 lm. Once threshold fluence of film damage

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of basic mechanism of thin film removal processing by substrate side irradiation. For the thin film with high absorption coefficient, most
illuminated laser beam is absorbed at the vicinity of the interface. Local thermal ablations such as vaporization and formation of plasma lead to stress assisted removal of thin
film by a single shot.

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of experimental apparatus. Photodiode and energy meter were prepared to detect effects of plasma shielding.
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(a) ガウシアンプロファイルでの実験の光学系 

 

beam width and deep focal depth to improve precision of scribing
and robustness of optical system. In addition, propagation of Bessel
beam wavefront generated by axicon was of interest, reconstruc-
tion of beam intensity behind obstacle [14] is expected to help
avoiding plasma shielding to some extent. Experimental data was
analyzed numerically with the thermodynamic model with consid-
eration of beam propagation inside the film. The experimental and
theoretical investigations in this article will demonstrate advan-
tages of Bessel beam in the TCO thin film scribing process.

2. Experimental setup

Fig. 1 shows schematic illustration of experimental setup. The
near-IR wavelength of 1064 nm was used from Nd:YAG laser with
pulse width of 5.5 ns (FWHM). Original spatial beam profile was
nearly top-hat. In order to increase quality of the Bessel beam,
the original beam was expanded and shaped into perfect circle
by being passed into circular aperture. Plane wavefront can be
obtained by this manipulation. Demagnifying telescope consisting
of axicon-convex-convex lenses (in order) is generally used to
obtain narrow quasi Bessel beam [15–17]. In the present context,
we replaced second convex lens with another axicon. Bessel beam
generated by this method has slightly spherical wavefront so that
beam width changes on the optical direction. Nevertheless, this
transform is more advantageous with the extremely longer focal
depth and easier optical adjustment free from using two convex
lenses. Hence, we adapted this combination considering robust-
ness of the optical system. For the Gaussian beam irradiance, con-
ventional convex lens focusing with f = 100 mm was used instead
of Bessel beam shaper.

Fig. 2 indicates Bessel beam profile and change of beam waist
and peak fluence along the optical axis. Spot with the largest peak
fluence was determined as a focal spot. As experimentally obtained
Bessel beam has imperfect separation between 0th order peak and
1st order lobe, we used FWHM instead of 13.5% width for Bessel
beam. FWHM of generated Bessel beam was 1.3–2.0 lm, and focal
depth (determined based on the area with fluence larger than half
of the peak fluence) was measured as 11.5 mm. On the other hand,
beam waist and focal depth of the Gaussian beam in this study
were 24 lm and 1 mm. Therefore, Bessel beam had crucial advan-
tages with extremely narrow beam width and deep focal depth
compared to conventionally focused Gaussian beam.

The FTO thin film with 600–700 nm thickness on the glass sub-
strate (Asahi VU type) was used as a sample. Grooves were fabri-
cated by scanning of single shots, while irradiation increment
was changed as an experimental parameter. By adjusting z-
position of the sample, effective working distance of the optical
system was investigated. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
and confocal optical microscopy were used to evaluate the surface
and shape of grooves. Also, electrical insulation of grooves was
checked. All the experiments are performed under room condition.
Experimental conditions are tabulated in Table 1.

3. Numerical method

In our previous study [12], temperature distribution was inves-
tigated using a thermal model considering plasma shielding, and it
was found that melting depth has a critical relationship with crater
depth. Therefore, influence of plasma shielding on source term of
the heat equation was investigated using beam propagation
method in this study. As influence of beam profile on temperature
distribution during film side irradiation was of interest, only the
numerical analysis in the case of film side irradiation, in which
mechanism of material removal can be considered simply as
vaporization and melt-ejection, was performed.
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of experimental apparatus. A modified demagnifying
telescope consisting of two axicons and a convex lens was used to shape narrow
Bessel beam with crucially deep focal depth.

(a) Bessel beam profile at focal point   (b) Beam waist and peak fluence along optical axis 
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Fig. 2. Spatial profiles of the Bessel beam in the present context. Spatial FWHM and focal depth of the beam were measured as 1.3–2.0 lm and 11.5 mm respectively.

Table 1
Experimental conditions.

Parameter Unit Value

Wavelength, k nm 1064
Pulse width, tp ns 5.5
Focal length, f mm 100
Bessel beam FWHM lm 1.3–2.0
Gaussian beam waist lm 24
FTO thickness, h nm 600–700
Substrate thickness mm 1.8
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(b) ベッセルビームによる実験の光学系 

 

beam width and deep focal depth to improve precision of scribing
and robustness of optical system. In addition, propagation of Bessel
beam wavefront generated by axicon was of interest, reconstruc-
tion of beam intensity behind obstacle [14] is expected to help
avoiding plasma shielding to some extent. Experimental data was
analyzed numerically with the thermodynamic model with consid-
eration of beam propagation inside the film. The experimental and
theoretical investigations in this article will demonstrate advan-
tages of Bessel beam in the TCO thin film scribing process.

2. Experimental setup

Fig. 1 shows schematic illustration of experimental setup. The
near-IR wavelength of 1064 nm was used from Nd:YAG laser with
pulse width of 5.5 ns (FWHM). Original spatial beam profile was
nearly top-hat. In order to increase quality of the Bessel beam,
the original beam was expanded and shaped into perfect circle
by being passed into circular aperture. Plane wavefront can be
obtained by this manipulation. Demagnifying telescope consisting
of axicon-convex-convex lenses (in order) is generally used to
obtain narrow quasi Bessel beam [15–17]. In the present context,
we replaced second convex lens with another axicon. Bessel beam
generated by this method has slightly spherical wavefront so that
beam width changes on the optical direction. Nevertheless, this
transform is more advantageous with the extremely longer focal
depth and easier optical adjustment free from using two convex
lenses. Hence, we adapted this combination considering robust-
ness of the optical system. For the Gaussian beam irradiance, con-
ventional convex lens focusing with f = 100 mm was used instead
of Bessel beam shaper.

Fig. 2 indicates Bessel beam profile and change of beam waist
and peak fluence along the optical axis. Spot with the largest peak
fluence was determined as a focal spot. As experimentally obtained
Bessel beam has imperfect separation between 0th order peak and
1st order lobe, we used FWHM instead of 13.5% width for Bessel
beam. FWHM of generated Bessel beam was 1.3–2.0 lm, and focal
depth (determined based on the area with fluence larger than half
of the peak fluence) was measured as 11.5 mm. On the other hand,
beam waist and focal depth of the Gaussian beam in this study
were 24 lm and 1 mm. Therefore, Bessel beam had crucial advan-
tages with extremely narrow beam width and deep focal depth
compared to conventionally focused Gaussian beam.

The FTO thin film with 600–700 nm thickness on the glass sub-
strate (Asahi VU type) was used as a sample. Grooves were fabri-
cated by scanning of single shots, while irradiation increment
was changed as an experimental parameter. By adjusting z-
position of the sample, effective working distance of the optical
system was investigated. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
and confocal optical microscopy were used to evaluate the surface
and shape of grooves. Also, electrical insulation of grooves was
checked. All the experiments are performed under room condition.
Experimental conditions are tabulated in Table 1.

3. Numerical method

In our previous study [12], temperature distribution was inves-
tigated using a thermal model considering plasma shielding, and it
was found that melting depth has a critical relationship with crater
depth. Therefore, influence of plasma shielding on source term of
the heat equation was investigated using beam propagation
method in this study. As influence of beam profile on temperature
distribution during film side irradiation was of interest, only the
numerical analysis in the case of film side irradiation, in which
mechanism of material removal can be considered simply as
vaporization and melt-ejection, was performed.
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Fig. 2. Spatial profiles of the Bessel beam in the present context. Spatial FWHM and focal depth of the beam were measured as 1.3–2.0 lm and 11.5 mm respectively.

Table 1
Experimental conditions.

Parameter Unit Value

Wavelength, k nm 1064
Pulse width, tp ns 5.5
Focal length, f mm 100
Bessel beam FWHM lm 1.3–2.0
Gaussian beam waist lm 24
FTO thickness, h nm 600–700
Substrate thickness mm 1.8
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(c) (b)の光学系で得られる代表的なベッセルビームのプ

ロファイル 



図１	 光学系と焦点でのベッセルビームのプロファイル 

 

	 また、表１に実験で用いた各種のパラメータをまとめる。

試料には FTOを用いる。膜厚は 600-700	nmの範囲である。 
 

表１	 各種パラメータ 

was found, the fluence was increased to investigate the effect of
the beam fluence on the crater profiles. Except for threshold flu-
ence, all the fluences described in this paper are peak fluence of
a Gaussian beam.

Photodiode, of which rise time is <2 ns, and energy meter were
alternately used for the measurement of change of pulse temporal
profile and energy transmissivity of pulse through the sample dur-
ing process respectively. These measurements allow the perfor-
mance of observation of plasma shielding. If plasma shielding by

ablated materials is significant, backward of the pulse would be
curtailed so that we can affirm change of temporal profile and
noticeable energy decrease of transmitted pulse [20,21,23]. All
the experiments were performed in room condition. Experimental
parameters are tabulated in Table 1.

3. Resutls and discussion

3.1. Film removal threshold and quality

Fig. 3 shows confocal microscope images of fabricated film and
cross-sectional profile of the craters with different intensities. Cra-
ters with smooth taper were fabricated. Canteli et al. [3] said that
the fabrication results of the FTO thin film with IR light shows cra-
ters with smooth taper due to melted and re-solidified material.
Same interpretation may be valid in the present context, as craters
have similar boundary which has melted and re-solidified struc-
ture and smooth taper rather than crack formation. Note that cra-
ters without complete film removal indicate uneven surface

Table 1
Experimental parameters.

Parameter Unit Value

Wavelength, k nm 1064
Pulse width, tp ns 5–7
Focal length, f mm 100
Beam radius at focus, w0 lm 12
FTO thickness, h nm 600–700
Substrate thickness mm 1.8

Fig. 3. Confocal microscope images and cross-sectional profiles of fabricated craters. Upper row (a) and under row (b) show the results by substrate side and film side
irradiations respectively. Thin film was ablated from the surface regardless of irradiation direction. Substrate side irradiation needed only 10.6 J/cm2 to achieve complete film
removal, while film side irradiation could not achieve complete film removal with 421 J/cm2.
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３．結果と考察 
	 3・1 ガウシアンでの結果と現象理解 

	 図２にシングルショットのガウシアンでのスクライビ

ングのイメージを示す。図のように、基板側照射（バック

スクライブ）の場合はシングルショットで破線の薄膜-基
板界面を超える加工が可能であるが、膜側（フロントスク

ライブ）の場合はパルスエネルギーを増やしてもシングル

ショットでの薄膜-基板界面まで到達しないことがわかる。 
 

was found, the fluence was increased to investigate the effect of
the beam fluence on the crater profiles. Except for threshold flu-
ence, all the fluences described in this paper are peak fluence of
a Gaussian beam.

Photodiode, of which rise time is <2 ns, and energy meter were
alternately used for the measurement of change of pulse temporal
profile and energy transmissivity of pulse through the sample dur-
ing process respectively. These measurements allow the perfor-
mance of observation of plasma shielding. If plasma shielding by

ablated materials is significant, backward of the pulse would be
curtailed so that we can affirm change of temporal profile and
noticeable energy decrease of transmitted pulse [20,21,23]. All
the experiments were performed in room condition. Experimental
parameters are tabulated in Table 1.

3. Resutls and discussion

3.1. Film removal threshold and quality

Fig. 3 shows confocal microscope images of fabricated film and
cross-sectional profile of the craters with different intensities. Cra-
ters with smooth taper were fabricated. Canteli et al. [3] said that
the fabrication results of the FTO thin film with IR light shows cra-
ters with smooth taper due to melted and re-solidified material.
Same interpretation may be valid in the present context, as craters
have similar boundary which has melted and re-solidified struc-
ture and smooth taper rather than crack formation. Note that cra-
ters without complete film removal indicate uneven surface

Table 1
Experimental parameters.

Parameter Unit Value

Wavelength, k nm 1064
Pulse width, tp ns 5–7
Focal length, f mm 100
Beam radius at focus, w0 lm 12
FTO thickness, h nm 600–700
Substrate thickness mm 1.8

Fig. 3. Confocal microscope images and cross-sectional profiles of fabricated craters. Upper row (a) and under row (b) show the results by substrate side and film side
irradiations respectively. Thin film was ablated from the surface regardless of irradiation direction. Substrate side irradiation needed only 10.6 J/cm2 to achieve complete film
removal, while film side irradiation could not achieve complete film removal with 421 J/cm2.
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図２	 共焦点顕微鏡による拡大画像と表面プロファイ

ル：(a)基板側照射、(b)膜側照射 

 
	 図３はその際の加工穴径と穴深さを示す。穴径には大き

な差異はないものの、穴深さについては顕著な相違があり、

特に膜側照射ではシングルショットで 500 nm 以上の穴

深さが得られないことがわかる。 
 

profile. It is considered that texturized film surface may affect
absorption profile along the optical axis direction. Furthermore,
re-solidification of the film material may result in formation of
the pattern on the surface.

Another interesting thing is that film ablation occurs from the
surface regardless of the irradiation direction. The followings
may explain this behavior well.

(a) In the nanosecond regime, heat flow from the film surface to
ambient air is ignorable compared to heat conduction from
the film to the substrate.

(b) Light absorption is almost homogeneous along the optical
axis thorough the film. Compared to the film surface, more
heat is conducted from bottom of the film to the glass sub-
strate due to relatively high heat conductivity. As a result,
temperature rise is much higher near the surface of the film.

(c) This leads to the first ablation at the surface.

Therefore, the film may be ablated from the surface, and abla-
tion thickness increases with larger fluence to remove the whole
film thickness. This process is to be described later in details in
Section 3.3.

Film damage threshold was 4.8 J/cm2 regardless of the irradia-
tion direction. The complete film removal was achieved with the
fluence of 10.6 J/cm2 with the substrate side irradiation. Steep
change of cross sectional profile is shown at the film/substrate
interface in this regime. However, it was not achieved even with
the significantly large fluence of 421 J/cm2 in the case of film side
irradiation. Although film damage thresholds were almost same,
the complete removal of the film was strongly dependent on the
irradiation direction. This implies that certain factor disturbs
development of ablation depth with the film side irradiation.

Fig. 4 shows width and depth of the craters as a function of the
fluence. The crater width increased with increase of the fluence
regardless of the irradiation direction. Width of the beam defined
by the threshold fluence is represented in the Fig. 4(a), too. The cra-
ter width well agreed with this width. It is natural that size of
ablated area well matches with the size of the irradiated area over
the threshold in the nanosecond thermal ablation process. In the
case of substrate side irradiation, depth of the crater became grad-
ually larger to reach the glass substrate even over the film thick-
ness. Temperature rise of the glass substrate over softening point
(see Section 3.2 and Table 2) due to heat conduction from the film
accounts for this ablation at a high fluence. Therefore, pulse energy
must be well optimized to avoid critical substrate damage. On the
other hand, in the case of film side irradiation, the crater depth was
hardly enlarged with increase of the fluence. These behaviors char-
acterized by the irradiation direction will be discussed in the next
section in terms of the plasma shielding effect.

3.2. Influence of plasma shielding

Fig. 5 indicates the change of pulse temporal profile and pulse
duration of the first pulse after processing. In Fig. 5(a) and (b),
the original pulse temporal profile is also indicated for the compar-
ison, and all the profiles are normalized for its own peak intensity.
In Fig. 5(a) and (b), temporal profile of the pulse after processing
has steep declining compared with original pulse so as to result
in decrease of the pulse width (Fig. 5(c)). These results show
exactly the same effect demonstrated by Wolff-Rottke et al.
[20,21] and Mao et al. [23]. Their studies showed that backward
of temporal pulse is curtailed by plasma shielding. It would be rea-
sonable to consider that the plasma rises with significantly larger
fluence than threshold during the process of thermal ablation. Of
course, the more intensive laser beam is illuminated, the faster
plasma rises so that pulse duration gets far shorter. In effect, we

could observe the plasma plume as a burst of white light by the
naked eyes during the process with fluence larger than or equal
to 8.84 J/cm2.

As plasma is generated at the surface of the film, this transient
plasma shielding during pulse duration interrupts sufficient
absorption of the whole pulse for the complete film removal in
the case of film side irradiation. However, in the case of substrate
side irradiation, whole pulse can be absorbed temporally as pulse
reaches film before reaching to plasma. Thus, we can conclude that
laser induced backward ablation leads to complete removal of the
TCO film, and plasma shielding at the surface make directional
effect in this process. In addition, not only for thin film laser scrib-
ing, but also for bulk material laser ablation, plasma shielding must
be considered to optimize processing parameters to prevent waste
of laser pulse energy.

Fig. 6 shows variation of transmissivity of the laser pulse
through the sample by means of number of illuminated pulses.
Several initial pulses, which induce ablation of the FTO film, have
low energy transmissivity. Here, obvious difference can be seen
with respect to the irradiation direction. In the case of substrate
side irradiation, the transmissivity increased to reach ‘steady state’
(here we define it as a constant transmissivity after illumination of

Fig. 4. Parameters of the fabricated craters. (a) Width of the craters. (b) Depth of the
craters. The width of the craters well agreed with that of threshold circles. Ablation
depth of the substrate side irradiation increased with the fluence to reach and
damage the glass substrate.
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profile. It is considered that texturized film surface may affect
absorption profile along the optical axis direction. Furthermore,
re-solidification of the film material may result in formation of
the pattern on the surface.

Another interesting thing is that film ablation occurs from the
surface regardless of the irradiation direction. The followings
may explain this behavior well.

(a) In the nanosecond regime, heat flow from the film surface to
ambient air is ignorable compared to heat conduction from
the film to the substrate.

(b) Light absorption is almost homogeneous along the optical
axis thorough the film. Compared to the film surface, more
heat is conducted from bottom of the film to the glass sub-
strate due to relatively high heat conductivity. As a result,
temperature rise is much higher near the surface of the film.

(c) This leads to the first ablation at the surface.

Therefore, the film may be ablated from the surface, and abla-
tion thickness increases with larger fluence to remove the whole
film thickness. This process is to be described later in details in
Section 3.3.

Film damage threshold was 4.8 J/cm2 regardless of the irradia-
tion direction. The complete film removal was achieved with the
fluence of 10.6 J/cm2 with the substrate side irradiation. Steep
change of cross sectional profile is shown at the film/substrate
interface in this regime. However, it was not achieved even with
the significantly large fluence of 421 J/cm2 in the case of film side
irradiation. Although film damage thresholds were almost same,
the complete removal of the film was strongly dependent on the
irradiation direction. This implies that certain factor disturbs
development of ablation depth with the film side irradiation.

Fig. 4 shows width and depth of the craters as a function of the
fluence. The crater width increased with increase of the fluence
regardless of the irradiation direction. Width of the beam defined
by the threshold fluence is represented in the Fig. 4(a), too. The cra-
ter width well agreed with this width. It is natural that size of
ablated area well matches with the size of the irradiated area over
the threshold in the nanosecond thermal ablation process. In the
case of substrate side irradiation, depth of the crater became grad-
ually larger to reach the glass substrate even over the film thick-
ness. Temperature rise of the glass substrate over softening point
(see Section 3.2 and Table 2) due to heat conduction from the film
accounts for this ablation at a high fluence. Therefore, pulse energy
must be well optimized to avoid critical substrate damage. On the
other hand, in the case of film side irradiation, the crater depth was
hardly enlarged with increase of the fluence. These behaviors char-
acterized by the irradiation direction will be discussed in the next
section in terms of the plasma shielding effect.

3.2. Influence of plasma shielding

Fig. 5 indicates the change of pulse temporal profile and pulse
duration of the first pulse after processing. In Fig. 5(a) and (b),
the original pulse temporal profile is also indicated for the compar-
ison, and all the profiles are normalized for its own peak intensity.
In Fig. 5(a) and (b), temporal profile of the pulse after processing
has steep declining compared with original pulse so as to result
in decrease of the pulse width (Fig. 5(c)). These results show
exactly the same effect demonstrated by Wolff-Rottke et al.
[20,21] and Mao et al. [23]. Their studies showed that backward
of temporal pulse is curtailed by plasma shielding. It would be rea-
sonable to consider that the plasma rises with significantly larger
fluence than threshold during the process of thermal ablation. Of
course, the more intensive laser beam is illuminated, the faster
plasma rises so that pulse duration gets far shorter. In effect, we

could observe the plasma plume as a burst of white light by the
naked eyes during the process with fluence larger than or equal
to 8.84 J/cm2.

As plasma is generated at the surface of the film, this transient
plasma shielding during pulse duration interrupts sufficient
absorption of the whole pulse for the complete film removal in
the case of film side irradiation. However, in the case of substrate
side irradiation, whole pulse can be absorbed temporally as pulse
reaches film before reaching to plasma. Thus, we can conclude that
laser induced backward ablation leads to complete removal of the
TCO film, and plasma shielding at the surface make directional
effect in this process. In addition, not only for thin film laser scrib-
ing, but also for bulk material laser ablation, plasma shielding must
be considered to optimize processing parameters to prevent waste
of laser pulse energy.

Fig. 6 shows variation of transmissivity of the laser pulse
through the sample by means of number of illuminated pulses.
Several initial pulses, which induce ablation of the FTO film, have
low energy transmissivity. Here, obvious difference can be seen
with respect to the irradiation direction. In the case of substrate
side irradiation, the transmissivity increased to reach ‘steady state’
(here we define it as a constant transmissivity after illumination of

Fig. 4. Parameters of the fabricated craters. (a) Width of the craters. (b) Depth of the
craters. The width of the craters well agreed with that of threshold circles. Ablation
depth of the substrate side irradiation increased with the fluence to reach and
damage the glass substrate.
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減衰する様子が明らかである。 
 

of 10–100 K depending on temperature gradient. At least three
computational cells must be included in the range [25]. In the pre-
sent context, we set D as 50 K.

In the nanosecond regime, heat flux of natural convection and
radiation heat transfer is in order of 104–105 W/m2 which is ignor-
able compared to heat flux of conduction to the substrate, of which
order is 108–109 W/m2. Hence, only the energy flux, which deter-
mines the surface vaporization of the sample during the laser
pulse, was taken into account at the surface [28]. Also, no heat flow
exists crossover z axis in cylindrical coordinates system as it has
axial symmetry. The interface of glass/FTO can be considered as
coupled boundary. Temperature boundary condition of T = 300 K,
which is the value set as initial temperature, was defined at far
boundaries in the direction of r and z. Above boundary conditions
are applied as following forms.

Fig. 5. Variation of the laser pulse temporal profile after processing. Normalized
pulse temporal profiles compared with the original profile with (a) substrate side
irradiation and (b) film side irradiation. In (a) and (b), solid line indicates original
pulse temporal profile. Dotted line and dashed line indicate pulse temporal profile
of 8.84 J/cm2 and 28.3 J/cm2 respectively. In both cases, declining part of the pulses
was steepened by inverse Bremsstrahlung. (c) Pulse duration change after
processing. Circle and colored triangle indicate results of substrate side irradiation
and film side irradiation respectively. As plasma rises quickly with large fluence,
pulse duration gradually became shorter with increase of fluence.

Fig. 6. Variation of transmissivity of the laser pulse through the sample by means of
number of illuminated pulses. Solid rectangular, solid circle, solid triangle indicate
the substrate side irradiation cases of 8.84 J/cm2, 14.1 J/cm2, and 28.3 J/cm2,
respectively. Hollow rectangular, solid circle, solid triangle indicate the film side
irradiation cases of 8.84 J/cm2, 14.1 J/cm2, and 28.3 J/cm2 respectively. Film side
irradiation requires more pulse numbers to steady state than substrate side
irradiation because film is not completely removed by the first pulse illumination.

Fig. 7. Schematic illustration of modeling region. Axial symmetry of a laser beam
provides the implementation of cylindrical coordinates system.
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図４	 パルスプロファイルの時間変化 
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5 pulses in each cases) within 2–3 pulses because of complete
removal of the film in early stage. However, film side irradiation
required at least 4 pulses to reach steady state as remained film
was fabricated by second or third pulse.

When film was not removed completely by first irradiation,
transmissivity of the second pulse indicated even lower value than
that of first pulse (i.e. 8.84, 28.3 J/cm2 of film side irradiation).
Change of optical properties of the film caused by first pulse abla-
tion may account for this behavior. We can predict that re-
solidified FTO has stronger optical absorption.

3.3. Thermal modeling and analysis

In the previous sections, we experimentally demonstrated that
the TCO thin film is removed from its surface by thermal ablation,
and absorption of the beam is disturbed by plasma shielding with
the film side irradiation. This scenario would be more persuasive if
craters’ profiles (Fig. 3) have critical relationship with temperature
distributions during process. Thus, we solved simple 2D unsteady
heat conduction equation to investigate temperature distributions
during the process. Cylindrical coordinates were set because a
Gaussian laser beam has an axial symmetry. Region of interest
for numerical calculation is shown in Fig. 7. For pulsed laser abla-
tion, melting, vaporization and, effect of plume shielding on source
term can be implemented in the heat equation [25–28]. The tem-
perature distribution in a cylindrical coordinates system is gov-
erned by the following equation:

q cp þ LmdðT # TmÞ
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where cp, q, Lm, Tm, vs, k, and S indicate specific heat, density, latent
heat of melting, melting temperature, surface recession velocity,
thermal conductivity, and source term respectively. Surface reces-
sion velocity is defined under the assumption that the flow of
vaporized material from the surface follows the Hertz–Knudsen
equation and the vapor pressure above the vaporized surface can
be estimated with the Clausius–Clapeyron equation [27,28].
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Here, M, kB, TS, p0, Lv, and Tv indicate atomic mass, Boltzmann
constant, surface temperature, reference pressure, latent heat of
vaporization, and boiling temperature respectively. b is so called
sticking coefficient which accounts for the back-flux of the ablated
species, being approximately 0.18 [27,28]. Source term S expresses
laser beam absorption with a Gaussian spatial and temporal profile
in the FTO film with following forms.
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Here, Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) are for substrate side irradiation and
film side irradiation respectively. a, R, Ep, L, h, dZ, and Ea indicate
absorption coefficient, reflectance, pulse energy, thickness of glass
of numerical interest, film thickness, vaporized depth, and laser
fluence absorbed by plasma plume respectively. Subscripts of R
indicate the interface where each R is applied. Temporal peak of
the pulse was set at 2tp. By using the term expð#A & dZ # B & EaÞ at
the end of Eq. (3.2), fluence attenuation due to plasma shielding
is calculated in the case of film side irradiation. Here, this term
was not used in the case of substrate side irradiation because the
laser pulse does not experience plasma shielding before absorp-
tion. A and B are plasma absorption coefficients which determine
the contribution of amount of vaporized material and absorbed
energy to plasma density respectively. A and B are free parameters
which can be determined based on experimental results. In specific
cases when the plasma absorption mechanism is well established,
A and B can be estimated theoretically [26].

In Eq. (1), the term Lm d(T–Tm) with the Kronecker d-like func-
tion of the form:
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allows the performance of calculation of the liquid–solid interface
[25,26,28]. Half range of phase change D is to be set in the range

Table 2
Physical properties of materials.

Parameter Unit SnO2 [29,30] (temperature (K)) Glass

Density kg/m3 6950 2520
Specific heat, cp J/kg K 3520 ) 10#4&T + 200 (250 < T < 1000) 837

7750 ) 10#5&T + 475 (1000 < T < 1800)
614 (1800 < T)

Latent heat of melting, Lm J/kg 3.17 ) 105 –
Melting temperature, Tm K 1898 722 (softening)
Latent heat of vaporization, Lv J/kg 2.08 ) 106

Boiling temperature, Tv K 2273
Thermal conductivity, k W/m K 30 (T = 300) 1

4540/T0.88 (300 < T < 2000)
5 (2000 < T)

Absorption coefficient, a* m#1 1.5 ) 105 –
A*** m#1 1.5 ) 106

B*** m2/J 9.6 ) 10#4

Half range of phase change, D K 50 –
Film thickness, h** nm 650 –
Refractive index, n – 1.6 [4] at 1064 nm 1.51 at 1064 nm

* Based on measurement in this study.
** Based on sample specification.

*** Based on experimental results in this study.
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laser pulse does not experience plasma shielding before absorp-
tion. A and B are plasma absorption coefficients which determine
the contribution of amount of vaporized material and absorbed
energy to plasma density respectively. A and B are free parameters
which can be determined based on experimental results. In specific
cases when the plasma absorption mechanism is well established,
A and B can be estimated theoretically [26].
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of 10–100 K depending on temperature gradient. At least three
computational cells must be included in the range [25]. In the pre-
sent context, we set D as 50 K.

In the nanosecond regime, heat flux of natural convection and
radiation heat transfer is in order of 104–105 W/m2 which is ignor-
able compared to heat flux of conduction to the substrate, of which
order is 108–109 W/m2. Hence, only the energy flux, which deter-
mines the surface vaporization of the sample during the laser
pulse, was taken into account at the surface [28]. Also, no heat flow
exists crossover z axis in cylindrical coordinates system as it has
axial symmetry. The interface of glass/FTO can be considered as
coupled boundary. Temperature boundary condition of T = 300 K,
which is the value set as initial temperature, was defined at far
boundaries in the direction of r and z. Above boundary conditions
are applied as following forms.

Fig. 5. Variation of the laser pulse temporal profile after processing. Normalized
pulse temporal profiles compared with the original profile with (a) substrate side
irradiation and (b) film side irradiation. In (a) and (b), solid line indicates original
pulse temporal profile. Dotted line and dashed line indicate pulse temporal profile
of 8.84 J/cm2 and 28.3 J/cm2 respectively. In both cases, declining part of the pulses
was steepened by inverse Bremsstrahlung. (c) Pulse duration change after
processing. Circle and colored triangle indicate results of substrate side irradiation
and film side irradiation respectively. As plasma rises quickly with large fluence,
pulse duration gradually became shorter with increase of fluence.

Fig. 6. Variation of transmissivity of the laser pulse through the sample by means of
number of illuminated pulses. Solid rectangular, solid circle, solid triangle indicate
the substrate side irradiation cases of 8.84 J/cm2, 14.1 J/cm2, and 28.3 J/cm2,
respectively. Hollow rectangular, solid circle, solid triangle indicate the film side
irradiation cases of 8.84 J/cm2, 14.1 J/cm2, and 28.3 J/cm2 respectively. Film side
irradiation requires more pulse numbers to steady state than substrate side
irradiation because film is not completely removed by the first pulse illumination.

Fig. 7. Schematic illustration of modeling region. Axial symmetry of a laser beam
provides the implementation of cylindrical coordinates system.
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In this study, implicit numerical scheme of finite differential
method was implemented. Physical properties of materials are tab-
ulated in Table 2. Temperature dependence of several thermal
properties was considered [29,30]. Absorption coefficient a was
obtained by inverse operation based on the measurement of trans-
missivity of the sample using following relationship between
absorbance A, transmissivity s, and reflectance R.

A ¼ 1$ ðRþ sÞ ð6Þ

Fig. 8 shows calculation result of transient change of axial tem-
perature at the fluence of 10.6 J/cm2. Regardless of irradiation
direction, temperature increases considerably at the vicinity of
the film surface rather than at the vicinity of the film/substrate
interface, because of the heat conduction through the interface.
Therefore, we can confirm the scenario that thermal ablation
begins from the film surface, then develops to the film/substrate
interface. The case of substrate side irradiation indicates the largest
temperature increase inside the film due to absorption profile
along the film. Melting process may initiate inside film not from
its surface. However, before inner melted area is ablated, surface
temperature may reach melting temperature. Thus, thermal abla-
tion of film is performed from the surface. It explains two experi-
mentally seen characteristics in Figs. 3 and 4(b). In Fig. 3, craters
fabricated by substrate side irradiation have steeper side slope in
the direction of z axis compared to those fabricated by film side
irradiation. Furthermore, in Fig. 4(b), craters fabricated by sub-
strate side irradiation have larger depth at low fluence regime,
where plasma shielding is not yet significant. The larger tempera-
ture increase inside the filmmay have a significant impact on these
effects.

In experimental results (Fig. 3), craters keep texturized surface
at their boundary so that we can expect that most of melted part of
the film has been removed by melt-ejection or evaporation. There-
fore, we will discuss about crater size in terms of melted area. Fig. 9
shows calculated 2-dimensional temperature distributions in the
case of film side irradiation at 16.5 ns, when most of the pulse

energy is absorbed. Melting depth and width well agrees with
the craters’ depth and width over the wide range of fluence. Simi-
larly to experimental results shown in Fig. 4(b), melting depth does
not increase significantly from 10.6 J/cm2 to 28.3 J/cm2. For entire
range of fluence, crater depth was slightly smaller than melting
depth. Expansion of substrate due to glass transition and re-
solidification of the film may be responsible for the difference,

Fig. 8. Calculation results of transient change of axial temperature at 10.6 J/cm2.
Bold lines and narrow lines indicate the case of film side irradiation and substrate
side irradiation respectively. Dashed, dotted, and solid lines indicate the results at
9 ns, 10 ns, 11 ns respectively. Temperature at the vicinity of the interface does not
increase significantly due to conduction to the substrate.

Fig. 9. Calculation results of 2-dimensional temperature distribution at 16.5 ns in
the case of film side irradiation. (a) 5.3 J/cm2, (b) 10.6 J/cm2, (c) 28.3 J/cm2. Dotted
contour lines indicate melting temperature. Arrows indicate experimentally
obtained radius and depth of craters. Color bar next to (a) is applied for (a)–(c).
Most of melting area may be ablated during the process.
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図６	 温度分布の計算結果：10.6 J/cm2、光軸の中心軸上 
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interface between thin films or thin film/substrate. In this case, rel-
atively low fluence of laser beam can cause the thermal expansion,
local vaporization, or generation of plasma at the interface so that
stress-assisted ablation is dominant to remove thin film. Several
studies have demonstrated theoretical models to explain the thin
film removal mechanism. Several researchers used pure thermal
model to discuss mechanism by means of temperature profile
and phase change [6–8]. Also, formation of micro/nanobump has
been under consideration of several studies [9,10]. The approxi-
mate thermoelastic solution of round plate with fixed edge to
describe initial thermal stress given on laser heated thin films
[1,9,10]. Also, plasma induced pressure for lift off or peening of tar-
get materials was experimentally and theoretically studied in sev-
eral works [11,12]. It is shown obvious that confined geometry
with transparent substrate or liquid results in formation of signif-
icantly high pressure during adiabatic cooling of plasma [11–17].

However, feature of the TCO thin film removal processing is
more complicated because it has relatively larger optical penetra-
tion depth than its thickness as mentioned above. Temperature
profile along optical axis is not certainly different whether laser
beam is irradiated from film side or substrate side, which means
that stress-assisted ablation is rather difficult to happen. In several
researchers’ works [3,18], film side irradiation needed higher flu-
ence for complete isolation of the film by single shot. In addition,
profiles of the craters formed by single shot irradiation were signif-
icantly different according to the irradiation direction. Wang et al.
[4] used thermoelastic models to explain the TCO thin film removal
mechanism. Their findings show that the film can be removed
without phase change although temperature profile along the opti-
cal axis is almost uniform, if principle stress exceeds materials
strengths. However, there are still experimentally unclear things

remained concerned with difference between film side and sub-
strate side irradiation.

In this study, therefore, we aimed to investigate the mechanism
of the TCO thin film removal process focusing on the direction of
the irradiation. Using ns laser pulse of 1064 nm, parametric studies
on the FTO thin film removal process are given first. Previous stud-
ies [19–23] have shown that inverse Bremsstrahlung reflection and
absorption prevent incoming laser pulse to reach materials surface,
so that mass ablation rate and temporal profile of reflected and
transmitted pulses changes transiently. Under consideration of this
knowledge, we measured transmitted pulse profile to examine
those effects. As analyzing the experimental results, thermal model
is used to predict the TCO thin film removal mechanism in the later
section.

2. Experimental methods

Fig. 2 shows schematic illustration of experimental setup.
Nanosecond laser irradiation system was prepared to process the
FTO thin film on soda lime glass sample (Asahi type-VU). This sam-
ple has texturized surface with roughness of 20–30 nm for
improvement of light trapping as it has been designed for the
use in the TFPV devices [24]. Nd:YAG fundamental wave
(1064 nm), of which pulse width is 5–7 ns, was used in this study.
This fundamental wavelength indicates relatively large absorption
into the FTO film with high oscillation efficiency. Original beam
was expanded and transmitted through circular aperture to obtain
circular top-hat profile. The top-hat beam was focused by plano-
convex lens (f = 100 mm) to be shaped into a narrow Gaussian
beam with radius of 12 lm. Once threshold fluence of film damage

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of basic mechanism of thin film removal processing by substrate side irradiation. For the thin film with high absorption coefficient, most
illuminated laser beam is absorbed at the vicinity of the interface. Local thermal ablations such as vaporization and formation of plasma lead to stress assisted removal of thin
film by a single shot.

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of experimental apparatus. Photodiode and energy meter were prepared to detect effects of plasma shielding.
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図７	 従来提案されていた機構の模式図 

 
	 すなわち図８に示す通り、照射方向によらず膜全体の温

度が上昇するエビデンスから、光吸収も厚さ方向に分布は

あるものの全体で吸収が生じ、結果、プラズマプルームが

生じる。計測より、試料を透過する光強度はパルスエネル

ギー増加とともに減少することから、プラズマ生成で放出

される物質量に起因すると考えられ、特に膜側照射の場合

は光透過量の減少が膜に与えられる光エネルギーの減少

に繋がり、結果、シングルショットでの加工穴径の頭打ち

傾向を説明できると考える。 
 

but not prominent. The TCO film ablation process was well
expressed using the model which accounts for pulsed laser induced
plasma shielding without considering stress-assisted ablation.

Regardless of irradiation direction, temperature of the glass
near the interface is expected to increase far over its softening
point at the early stage in the low fluence regime. Therefore, it is
obvious that the substrate is significantly damage sensitive in the
TCO film removal process investigated in this study. We would like
to emphasize again that laser fluence must be adjusted delicately
to avoid critical substrate damage.

3.4. Single shot film removal mechanism

We have experimentally and theoretically shown that plasma
shielding has significant effect on film ablation in the case of film
side irradiation, because the film ablation occurs from its surface.
Fig. 10 illustrates this process by means of comparison on irradia-
tion direction. The mechanism of nanosecond laser scribing for the
TCO film removal by single shot can be summarized as below.

(a) Quasi-homogeneous absorption along z-direction leads to
surface ablation with plasma.

(b) Ablation depth develops by continuous absorption
irrespective of plasma shielding in the case of substrate side
irradiation. On the other hand, plasma shielding disturbs
development of ablation depth by inverse Bremsstrahlung
reflection and absorption in the case of film side irradiation.

(c) Therefore, single shot film removal can be easily achieved
with substrate side irradiation.

4. Conclusion

Experimental and theoretical investigations have been per-
formed to understand the mechanism of nanosecond laser scribing
of the TCO film on transparent substrate. The focus of this study
was on the different processing results due to irradiation direction.
The findings demonstrate the film ablation occurs from its surface
regardless of irradiation direction, and laser induced backward
ablation leads to complete removal of the film by single shot in
the case of substrate side irradiation. However, it is difficult to
achieve single shot film removal by film side irradiation because
plasma shielding on the film surface disturbed sufficient absorp-
tion of the laser pulse during the process. This mechanism explains
that plasma shielding must be considered as critical factor to avoid
waste of pulse energy, not only for the process described in this
study, but also for other nanosecond laser process using thermal
ablation. In addition, we showed that pulse energy must be set
carefully for design of nanosecond laser system for thin film scrib-
ing in order to minimize substrate damage.

Nevertheless, we would like to consequently note that film side
irradiation can still be used for single shot film removal process, as
our experimental results showed that it removed film thickness up
to 500 nm by a pulse. For substrate materials with more significant
light absorption or physical/chemical transmutability, it may be
more suitable method to avoid unexpected damage through sub-
strate that can occur in substrate side irradiation.
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図８	 本研究の結果から導かれる機構の模式図 

 



	 3・2 ベッセルビームでの結果と新たな発見 

	 以上を踏まえ、引き続いてベッセルビームでの実験に移

る。図９は実際にバックスクライブ加工を行った結果を示

す。図９(a)に示す通り、加工線幅約 2.3 µmの溝加工が実
現できている。また図のように、パルスエネルギー増加と

ともに溝幅も増加する様子が見て取れる。また図９(c)の
ように溝の側に１次ローブによると考えられる加工痕が

認められることから、適正なパルスエネルギーでのスクラ

イブが重要であることがわかる。 
 

where c, n, and e0 are speed of light in vacuum, refractive index, and
permittivity of vacuum respectively. Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq.
(4), intensity distribution affected by plasma shielding is obtained
so as to provide source term in heat equation.

In this study, implicit numerical scheme of finite differential
method was implemented for heat equation, and source term by
means of beam propagation method was explicitly renewed in
every time step. Physical properties of materials are tabulated in
Table 2. Temperature dependence of several properties was con-
sidered [23,24].

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Scribing quality

Grooves are fabricated by successive irradiation of single shot
with constant pitch. Fig. 4 shows SEM images of grooves fabricated
by Bessel beam with substrate side irradiation at fluence of 9.0 J/
cm2, 12.0 J/cm2, and 15.0 J/cm2. Irradiation pitch were 0.5 lm,
1.0 lm, and 1.0 lm respectively. Averaged width of the grooves
were 2.3 lm, 3.3 lm, and 3.0 lm respectively. It is significantly
narrow compared to the cases of several-tens-micrometers-wide
Gaussian beam scribing. Electrical isolation was confirmed for
the represented cases. However, electrically isolated groove could
not be scribed with the pitch of 1.0 lm in the case of 9.0 J/cm2.
Narrower width of groove was achieved by fluence of 9.0 J/cm2

while fabrication speed decreased by small irradiation pitch. Obvi-
ously, depth and width of crater fabricated by single shot has sig-
nificant effect on fabrication speed which is determined by
irradiation pitch.

As fluence increases, step structure affected by heating of
intense side robe of Bessel beam appears remarkably. For thermal
ablation, the heating by side robes of Bessel beam inevitably
results in processing defects. This is critical disadvantage of Bessel
beam process compared to Gaussian beam process. As an effort to
suppress side lobe intensity, S. Mori suggested an optical manipu-
lation using interference of two annular beams [26].

4.2. Sample positioning robustness in axial direction

As indicated in Fig. 2, the Bessel beam generated in this study
had considerably deep focal depth of 11.5 mm. In order to investi-
gate robustness of sample positioning in axial direction, we chan-
ged z-position of the sample for the irradiation conditions
indicated in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows mapping of electrical isolation with
respect to z position of the sample. Electrically isolated grooves
have been obtained in the range of 6–11 mm of axial direction.
Generally, Gaussian beam focused by convex lens or object lens
has focal depth of several tens micrometers to sub millimeters
depending on focal depth. As Gaussian beam gets focused nar-
rower, processible range decreases significantly with decreasing
focal depth. On the other hand, considerably large processible
range of the Bessel beam can ensure stable operation with critically
narrow beam width beyond diffraction limit.

4.3. Effect of irradiation direction compared to Gaussian beam

Regardless of irradiation direction, the film surface temperature
increases most so that plasma shielding during nanosecond laser
pulse becomes prominent at the film surface. Therefore, ablation

Table 2
Physical properties of materials.

Parameter Unit SnO2 [23,24] (Temperature (K)) Glass [25]

Density kg/m3 6950 2520
Specific heat, cp J/(kg!K) 3520 " 10#4 ! T + 200 (250 < T < 1000) 837

7750 " 10#5 ! T + 475 (1000 < T < 1800)
614 (1800 < T)

Latent heat of melting, Lm J/kg 3.17 " 105 –
Melting temperature, Tm K 1898 722 (softening)
Latent heat of vaporization, Lv J/kg 2.08 " 106

Boiling temperature, Tv K 2273
Thermal conductivity, j W/(m!K) 30 (T = 300) 1

4540/T0.88 (300 < T < 2000)
5 (2000 < T)

Absorption coefficient, a m#1 1.5 " 105 –
A m#1 1.5 " 106

B m2/J 9.6 " 10#4

Half range of phase change, D K 50 –
Film thickness, h nm 650 –
Refractive index, n – 1.6 [4] at 1064 nm 1.51 at 1064 nm
Atomic mass, M g/mol 150.71 –

Fig. 4. SEM images of groove fabricated by Bessel beam with substrate side irradiation. (a) 9.0 J/cm2, (b) 12.0 J/cm2, (c) 15.0 J/cm2. Considerably narrow scribing with 2.3–
3.3 lm width was achieved.
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図９	 スクライブ加工部の SEM像：(a) 9.0 J/cm2、(b) 

12.0 J/cm2、(c) 15.0 J/cm2 

 
	 図１０はベッセルビームでのシングルショットでの加

工穴深さを示している。図からわかるように、基板側照射

のバックスクライブではシングルショットでの膜の除去

が可能であることはガウシアンの結果と同様であるが、十

分なパルスエネルギーを与えることで膜側からのフロン

トスクライブでのシングルショット膜除去も同様に可能

であることを示している。これはガウシアンでは従来実現

できなかった成果であり、膜側をジグに触れることを嫌が

るなどの試料取り回しの要請も踏まえると、画期的な発見

と言える。 
 

depth of film side irradiation by single shot is limited even though
fluence is increased considerably. Fig. 6 indicates crater depth fab-
ricated by single shot irradiation of Gaussian beam and Bessel
beam with both film side and substrate side irradiation. Calcula-
tion results of melting depth at t = tp, when most of the laser beam
is absorbed, are depicted as well. Shade area of diagonal pattern
indicates region that film/substrate interface may exist according
to the sample specification. From the fact that area near boundary
of the grooves in Fig. 4 keeps sample’s original texturized structure
[27], it is supposed that most of melting material was removed by
evaporization or melt-ejection which is induced by expansion of
plasma accompanying shockwave. Thus, experimentally measured
depth of the craters is compared with calculated melting depth in
this study. Irrespective to beam profile, film was drilled completely
by substrate side irradiation from the fluence greater than 10.6 J/
cm2, because the plasma shielding had almost no effect on the
beam absorption. However, dependence on the beam profile is
seen remarkable in the case of film side irradiation. The FTO film
was drilled no more than 530 nm with film side irradiation of
Gaussian beam, even with significantly large fluence of 354 J/
cm2. On the other hand, the film was completely removed by single
shot irradiation of the Bessel beam at fluence greater than 16.0 J/
cm2. Calculated melting depth reaches to the film thickness from

the fluence greater than 16.0 J/cm2 as well. Although the plasma
absorption parameters A and B in Eq. (5) were fitted with experi-
mental results of the Gaussian beam irradiation, the calculation
results showed good agreement with experimental results of the
Bessel beam irradiation as well. As ablation of substrate material
was not considered in the numerical model, maximum melting
depth is equal to the film thickness. The model is not accounting
for strict mechanism of melt ejection and formation of crater. Thus,
deviation between experimental results exists especially at small
fluences when melt ejection induced by plume expansion may
not be prominent.

From the fact that the model predicted the experimental results
with acceptable deviation, self-reconstruction of the Bessel beam
can be considered as a critical factor which contributes to single
shot removal with film side irradiation. Fig. 7 represents the calcu-
lated axial intensity of the beam inside the film at the peak of the
pulse, t = 0. With increasing fluence, axial intensity of the Gaussian
beam decreased drastically because of plasma shielding at the sur-
face. However, axial intensity of the Bessel beam was recon-
structed inside the film resulting in continuous heating.
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Fig. 6. Crater depth obtained by single shot irradiation and calculated melting depth. (a) Gaussian beam irradiation, (b) Bessel beam irradiation. Film side irradiation of Bessel
beam leads to complete removal of the film by single shot. The numerical model in which plasma shielding and beam propagation are coupled well predicted crater depth in
terms of melting depth.
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図１０	 ベッセルビームによるシングルショット加工穴

深さ 

 
	 当初意図したベッセルビームによるバックスクライブ

の革新を超えて、従来困難とされたフロントスクライブの

可能性が見えてきたが、当初予定していなかった発見でも

あり、現時点で確たる証明につながる実験事実が揃ってい

ない。並行して数値計算による予測を実施しており、ここ

では、ベッセルビームの特徴を考慮し、BPMによりレー
ザ光の波面伝播を膜内で計算し、そこで得られた光強度分

布をソースタームとして温度分布を解き、予測される温度

上昇から予測される加工穴深さを図１０に cal.として示
しているが、計算でも同様の穴深さの予測を与えている。

すなわち、ベッセルビームの場合、特有の光伝播特性によ

りプラズマ遮蔽の効果が緩和され、結果、フロントスクラ

イブが適用できる可能性が示唆される。 
 
4．結論 
	 透明基板上の薄膜のパルスレーザスクライビング技術

に革新をもたらすべく、実用上メリットの多い ns パルス

の Nd:YAG レーザによるバックスクライビング技術の検証

を行った。	

	 比較対象となる従来型のガウシアンビームによるフロ

ント／バックスクライブ実験により、フロントスクライブ

ではフルエンスに対する加工穴深さが頭打ちとなり、膜厚

によってはシングルショットでの薄膜除去ができないこ

とを確認できた。従来から言われてきた機構ではなく、薄

膜内厚さ方向での光吸収起因の機構が明らかになった。	

	 しかるのちにベッセルビームによる検討を行い、バック

スクライブでnsパルスNd:YAGの基本波で加工線幅2.3	µm
の溝加工が可能であることを示した。また、ベッセルビー

ムではフロントスクライブでのシングルショット加工が

実現できる可能性が今回の検討で明らかになり、光伝播を

考慮した数値計算から、ベッセルビーム固有の光伝播特性

がプラズマ遮蔽効果を緩和している可能性が示された。	

	 以上、ベッセルビームによるバックスクライビングにつ

いて、ns パルスレーザで基本波長の２倍強の線幅で加工

できることを示し、従来にない全く新たな技術基盤を提案

するとともに、ベッセルビーム固有の特性によりフロント

スクライビングも実現可能であることを示すことができ

た。この成果は今後のパルスレーザ加工に大きな貢献を果

たしたものと考えている。	
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